
September 22, 2019 DIAA Wrestling Meeting 

DIAA Wrestling Committee Meeting Minutes 

Sunday, September 22, 2019 – 9:00am 

Smyrna High School Conference Room 

 

 

1. Call to Order/Roll Call/Updates 
 

Buddy opened the meeting with each member introducing themselves to Gary Cimaglia, 

new executive Director and welcoming everyone to our first meeting of the new season. 

Committee Members in attendance: 

Name  Name  

Buddy Lloyd, Chair P Reese Rigby P 

Joe Archanelo P Russ Neal P 

Shawn Tidwell A John Rusnak A 

Ron Eby P Bill Shedaker P 

Jeff Hewes A John Groom  P 

Chris Mattioni P Jon Rigby P 

Steve Lex A Robert Watson, DIAA Board Designee A 

Vic Leonard P Gary Cimaglia, DIAA ED P 

Peter Parlett P Donna Polk, DIAA COA P 

Guest Attending    

Jack Holloway, DAAD     

    

    

Updates:  

Shared forms and documents for body composition testing, the significance of 

Trackwrestling and getting updated coach and trainer information to input data for 2019-

20.  Discussed the use of the various Tanita model scales that are available and approved. 

The In-Body model does not provide for programming for the one pound allowance, 

which we have always used with the current TBA300 model.  It leaves to question 

whether we should continue to input an allowance so that the measuring process is the 

same for both models. We left this open for discussion. 

Discussed and shared tournament procedures to update new Executive 

Director.  Discussion occurred regarding committee requirements, specifically the 

attendance requirements at scheduled meetings.  Donna went through the committee list 

to update current titles and school affiliations of committee members. 
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NFHS Update: 

Jack Holloway provided an NFHS update.   

- Provided clarity on the rule - hair in its natural state.  Clarity sought after situation in 

New Jersey last season. 

- Concussion protocol time rule.  Concussion is a separate injury where 5 minutes 

allotted for evaluation.  Evaluation must be conducted by a certified medical 

professional provided by the home school.     

- Second neck injury match must stop.   

- Stalling penalties are now separate from other penalties.  This will be removed from 

the penalty chart.   

- Discussion at the national level occurring on changing weight classes.  Such items as 

different weight classes for girls, different weight classes for schools of different 

enrollment size, maybe allowing for weight class options between consenting coaches 

before a match are possibilities.  

- National participation numbers down for boys wrestling but up in girls wrestling. 

 

2./3. 2020 Tournament Discussion 

 

- The PA system at Cape during individual championships is a concern.  May have 

contributed to the inattention on the part of our audience at Cape last season 

introducing the girls prior to their participation at the tournament.  DIAA office will 

explore other options. 

- Buddy has reserved Smyrna High School for dual wrestling championships and Chris 

will reserve Cape. 

- Discussion of allowing the mid-season growth allowance to be used to certify a 

wrestler at a weight class. Chris motion to allow one pound on Friday and 2 pounds 

on Saturday contingent on approval by NFHS which Gary will check into.  The 

motion was seconded   by Reese and passed 12-0 (Lloyd, Archangelo, Mattioni, Lex, 

Leonard, Parlett, Rigby, Rigby, Shedaker, Cimaglia, Eby, Neal).  The committee 

agreed that we need input from coaches before possible implementation for next 

year.  Share with coaches during rules clinic meeting on October 16th. 

- Buddy reviewed the criteria for “elite” invitations to major elite tournaments and how 

participation in such a tournament would not count against the 18 matches in a season 

allowed by DIAA rules.  Splitting a team between two tournaments would be allowed 

if the tournaments are the same dates.  No more than a total of 14 wrestlers may be 

split between tournaments and have this date count as one competition. (DIAA will 

follow up) 

Russ expressed concern about the enforcement of limiting teams to 18 competitions  

when they use the option to split their team or send wrestlers to an “elite” invitational  

tournament.  We were assured that coaches monitor other teams for violations and  

this becomes self-policing.   

- Discussion on 8 higher seed teams hosting first round of the team. Each meet would 

use track wrestling to record results.  These matches would be held on Wednesday at 

7:00 pm.  The semifinals and finals would be held at Smyrna on the following 

Saturday as we did this past year. This format was proposed in a formal motion by 
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Chris Mattioni and seconded by Jon Rigby.  Passed 10-2 (Yes - Archangelo, Mattioni, 

Lex, Leonard, Parlett, Rigby, Rigby, Shedaker, Cimaglia, Neal; No – Lloyd, Eby). 

     4. Female Wrestling Discussion: 

Discussion on opportunities and promoting female wrestling in the state and during state 

championships.  Ideas shared on the possibility of making facilities available to girls to 

practice together.  Vic will seek facilities in each county to support this idea (Chris will 

follow up with Sussex Central). 

     5. No officials concerns 

 

     6. No coaches concerns 

 

     7. Other Items: 

 

- Member schools program updates - St. Elizabeth will re-institute their wrestling 

program.  Odyssey Charter and Ferris will not have programs this year.  

- Small teams are not permitted under DIAA regulations to practice together, but such 

teams may ask DIAA for a waiver, and then be permitted to practice 

together.  Dickinson and McKean were cited as an example. 

- Committee meeting and obligation calendar was reviewed.  Changed 2/9/19 meeting 

from 7pm to 9am.  Passed 12-0 (Lloyd, Archangelo, Mattioni, Lex, Leonard, Parlett, 

Rigby, Rigby, Shedaker, Cimaglia, Eby, Neal) 

- Gary, ED shared each committee under DIAA we are encouraging a vice-chairman 

and secretary.  Committee nominated Pete as vice-chair and secretary.  Passed 12-0 

(Lloyd, Archangelo, Mattioni, Lex, Leonard, Parlett, Rigby, Rigby, Shedaker, 

Cimaglia, Eby, Neal) 

 

     8. No Public Comment 

 

     9. Adjournment 

 

Archangelo motioned to adjourn at 11:20.  J. Rigby seconded.  Passed 12-0 (Lloyd, 

Archangelo, Mattioni, Lex, Leonard, Parlett, Rigby, Rigby, Shedaker, Cimaglia, Eby, 

Neal) 

 


